
Beautiful Village Painting
Patachitra
Read More
SKU: 01784
Price: Call for price
Stock: instock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description

Finding the right living room painting can be a tricky prospect, with sizing just as
important as style, not to be worried, CRAFTS ODISHA is here to serve you the
beautiful Village Painting Patachitra, a timeless piece sure to give any living room
just the right hint of sophisticated formality. Material: Tasar fabric Dimension (HWL):
Weight: Frame: With frame Illustration:

The artifact described here is a unique Decorative Beautiful Village Painting Patachitra.
The art piece is well-painted with multiple colors, making it strikingly beautiful.
The depth of the artisan-made craft decoration is stunning,  and the varied masterpieces
are ravishing and amazing to make you fall for it.
The skillful articulation over the Patachitra has depicted the life of tribal people and their
customs.
The Pattachitra paintings are formed on a special canvas where Tasar clothes are layered
with a tamarind paste and then coated with clay powder.

Decorative tips for the Tribal Life Village Painting:

A series of framed Village Painting is such a natural fit for a gallery wall.
A blank wall makes the artwork pop even more with the Tribal Life painting.
Cover the blank space surrounding the door with a frame Patachitra Painting.
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Go crazy with Village Painting wall deco on your living room wall.
The room gets well, and great and has an earthy touch with the Tribal Life Patachitra
Painting.
The Village Painting brings a sense of authority and seems to put things into perspective.
With a little planning, this can be your favorite part of the house where you display your
Patachitra Painting.
The wall of the staircase serves multiple purposes, highlights your favorite piece of art, and
gives you a chance to get creative.
A great way to add your personal touch and cover a wide space is by getting your favorite
piece of art hung on the wall.

How to buff the Village Patachitra Painting:

With our effortless caring information, your art decoration will have a long life and look as
beautiful as the first day.
Buffing the Patachitra Painting with a cloth(dry), from time to time is sufficient to keep its
appearance shiny.
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